BAČČA-YE SAQQĀ—BACTRIA I. PRE-ISLAMIC PERIOD

of the foreigners, have been used by L. B. Poullada, Reform and Rebellion in Afghanistan, 1919-1929, Ithaca, 1973, and by L. W. Adamec, Afghanistan’s Foreign Affairs to the Mid-Twentieth Century, Tucson, 1974 (both with a detailed list of documents). The sometimes thrilling account given by R. T. Stewart, Fire in Afghanistan, 1914-1929, Garden City, N.Y., 1973, is also based in the main on official sources but can not be used with confidence because she never cites them. K. Jäkel wrote his article “Reform und Reaktion in Afghanistan. Aufstieg und Fall Amānūllāh,” Mardom nameh 3, Berlin, 1977, pp. 24-57, after obtaining access to unpublished Afghan sources which enabled him to draw attention, for the first time, to the importance of Bačča-ye Saqqā’s links with the rural network of Sufi brotherhoods in the countryside of eastern Afghanistan. The only published account of Bačča-ye Saqqā’s last days by a foreign eyewitness is in the book by A. Viollis (pseudonym of A. d’Ardenne de Tizac), Tourmente sur l’Afghanistan, Paris, 1930, a pompous record of events during her stay at Kabul as a journalist in October-November, 1929.


Selected texts of Saqqāwi-inspired folklore from the Kūhādāmān have been published by L. Dupree in his book Afghanistan, Princeton, 1973, pp. 120ff. Also from this source is a quatrain (no. 81) collected by A. Farhūdī, Le persan parlé en Afghanistan, Paris, 1955.


(D. BALLAND)

BACHER, WILHELM (Binyāmīn Ze’ev) 1850-1913, was born in Liptószentmiklós, Hungary (today in Czechoslovakia). His father, Simon, was a Hebrew poet who translated a part of Sa’di’s Golesṭān into Hebrew (Hebrāische Dichungen, Vienna, 1894). In 1867 Bacher was admitted to the University of Budapest where he studied Oriental languages, history, and philosophy. The famous Armin Vambéry was one of Bacher’s teachers. In 1870 he earned his doctorate writing a dissertation on the life and poetry of the Persian poet Nezāmī (Nizāmī’s Leben und Werke und der zweite Teil des Nizāmīschen Alexanderbuchs, mit persischen Texten als Anhang, Leipzig, 1871; see also E. G. Browne, Lit. Hist. Persia II, p. 400). In 1876 Bacher was ordained a rabbi by Breslau Seminary and a year later was appointed by the Hungarian Government a professor at the newly founded Budapest Rabbinical Seminary, where he taught Bible, Jewish history, Midrash, Hebrew Poetry and Grammar. Bacher was one of the consulting editors of the Jewish Encyclopedia (1901-05) where he published several articles on Judeo-Iranian subjects (see specially his “Judeo-Persian”). In 1907, Bacher was appointed head of the Seminary, a position which he held until his death in 1913.

Bacher’s scholarly output is exceptionally and outstandingly many-sided (the bibliography of his published works, compiled by Ludwig Blau, lists 48 books and close to 700 articles). He was a master of Hebrew, Aramaic, Arabic, and Persian. He is known to Iranists especially through his many works on Judeo-Persian language and literature. Bacher’s valuable works in Judeo-Persian are mainly based on the collection of Judeo-Persian manuscripts that Dr. Elkan Nathan Adler of England had bought during his travels to Central Asia, Afghanistan, and Iran at the end of the nineteenth century. The large part of this collection is now in the Jewish Theological Seminary of America in New York. About Bacher’s list of important works on Judeo-Persian studies see Amnon Netzler, Manuscripts of the Jews of Persia in the Ben Zvi Institute, Jerusalem, 1985, p. 60.

(A. Netzer)

BACKGAMMON. See NARD.

BACTRA. See BACTRIA I; BALKH VI.

BACTRIA

d. Pre-Islamic period.

e. In the Avesta and in Zoroastrian tradition.

(See also AFGHANISTAN VII and IX; and BALKH.)

i. Pre-Islamic Period

Bactria, the territory of which Bactra was the capital, originally consisted of the plain between the Hindu Kush and the Ānū Daryā with its string of agricultural oases dependent on water taken from the rivers of Balk (Bactra), Tashkurgan, Kondūz, Sar-e-Pol, and Šīrān Tagāb. This region played a major role in Central Asian history. At certain times the political limits of Bactria stretched far beyond the geographic frame of the Bactrian plain.

Bactra in the Bronze and Iron Ages. The first mentions of Bactria occur in the list of Darius’s conquests and in a fragment of the work of Ctesias of Cnidos—texts written after the region’s incorporation in the Achaemenid empire. Ctesias, however, echoes earlier reports in his mention of campaigns by the Assyrian king Ninos and the latter’s wife Semiramis (late 9th and early 8th century B.C.). Thereafter, he states, Bactria was a wealthy kingdom possessing many towns and governed from Bactra, a city with lofty ramparts. A similar picture is presented in the Zoroastrian tradition (Avesta, Sāh-nāma), which speaks of the protection given to Zoroaster by a powerful ruler of Bactra (see ii, below).

While the existence of such a kingdom remains hypothetical, archeological investigations have produced evidence of big oasis communities grouped around a fortress (Dašli). These communities, like those
of the oases in Margiana, were already practicing a well-developed system of irrigation and carrying on trade in products such as bronze and lapis lazuli with India and Mesopotamia.

**Bactria under the Achaemenids.** After annexation to the Persian empire by Cyrus in the sixth century, Bactria together with Margiana formed the Twelfth Satrapy. Apparently the annexation was not achieved through conquest but resulted from a personal union of the crowns. Indicative of this are the facts that the satrap was always a near kinsman of the great king and that the Achaemenid administrative system was not introduced. The local nobles played a big part and held all real power. Their wealth is attested by the opulence of the Oxus treasure. Bactra occupied a commanding position on the royal road to India. Profits from the east-west trade as well as from the outstandingly prosperous local agriculture enabled the province to pay a substantial tribute (360 talents of silver per annum).

The Bactrians also made an important contribution to the Persian army. At Salamis they were under the great king's direct command. At Gaugamela the Bactrian cavalry nearly turned the scales against the Macedonians. When Darius Codomannus, after his defeat in this battle, sought refuge in the Upper Satrapies, the Bactrian Bessos (q.v.) caused him to be murdered and then proclaimed himself king. Despite the resistance by scorched earth tactics conducted by Bessos, Bactria was conquered by the Macedonians and Bessos was delivered to them and put to death on Alexander's order. Bactra then served as Alexander's headquarters during his long campaign into Sogdia. After overcoming all the forces of resistance, Alexander took away 30,000 young Bactrians and Sogdians as hostages and incorporated a large number of Bactrians in his army. At the same time he settled many of his veterans in colonies planned to secure the Macedonian hold on Bactria.

Little information has been obtained from Achaemenid sites in Bactria. Bactra is deeply buried under the citadel (būlā-hešār) of present-day Balkh. Drapsaca and Aornos, mentioned by the historians of Alexander, are usually identified with Konduz and Tashkurgan, where excavations have yet to begin. More recently it has been suggested that Aornos may have been located at Altyn Delůr Tepe (Rivelažde, pp. 149-52), a site north of Balkh where excavation was started but could not be continued. Other sites from the Achaemenid period are Kızılı Tepe and Talaškán Tepe on the Sorkan Daryâ, and Takt-e Qobâd (the probable source of the Oxus treasure) on the right bank of the Oxus, the citadel of Delbarjin, and the circular town of Āy Kânom II on the left bank. All show traces of fortifications built of dried mud or large bricks on massive platforms. At none of them has thorough exploration yet been possible.

**Hellenistic Bactria.** The future of the Greek colonization of Bactria hung in the balance when the colonists rebelled in 326, after learning of Alexander's death, and again in 323; but they were reduced to obedience, and Bactria was then combined with Sogdia to form a satrapy under Philippus. After the establishment of the Seleucid regime, Bactra became for a time the headquarters of Seleucos I's son Antiochos, who was deputed to defend the eastern satrapies against the growing might of the Mauryan empire. The weakening of Seleucid power particularly in the reign of Antiochos II (261-247) enabled first Parthia, then Bactria to secede. The independent kingdom of Bactria was founded by Diodotos. On coins minted at Bactra the figure of Antiochos is replaced with that of Diodotos over the royal title (the figure on the reverse being Zeus brandishing a thunderbolt).

In 208 Antiochos III set out to reestablish Seleucid authority and marched into Bactria. After fending off a move by the Bactrian cavalry to halt his advance, he blockaded their king Euthydemos in the city of Bactra. The siege dragged on for two years, and in the end Antiochos had to recognize Bactria's independence and sign a treaty of alliance with Euthydemos.

The Greco-Bactrian kingdom was bounded in the south by the Paropamisadae (Hindu Kush) and in the east by the mountains of Badašān. In the west it was in direct touch with the Parthians, who recovered Parthyan after the departure of Antiochos III and seized the Marv oasis. Scholars now generally accept the view that its northern frontier lay on the line of the Hešār mountains (between the Oxus and Zarafšān valleys; Bernard and Francfort, pp. 4-16) rather than the view, based on the rarity of finds of Greek coins north of the Oxus, that it lay on that river (Zemali, pp. 279-90). These frontiers shifted in the course of the kingdom's career. In the north, Sogdia was annexed at an uncertain date. In the south, a campaign of conquest launched by Demetrios I about 190 led to the creation of a Greco-Indian kingdom with its center at Taxila, but relations did not remain close for long. The Greco-Indian kingdom survived for half a century after the collapse of the Greco-Bactrian kingdom.

The Hellenistic period appears to have been a prosperous time for Bactria. One indication of this is the high quality of its coin issues. Strabo echoes memories of the period when he speaks of "Bactria of the thousand towns." Until recently, however, archeological investigations, mainly at Balkh (Bactra) and Termēd, were so fruitless that A. Foucher could speak of the "Bactrian miracle." The situation has been radically changed since 1964, when the remains of a large city were discovered at Āy Kânom (q.v.). Excavations, vigorously pursued until 1978, have shown that this city at the confluence of the Oxus and the Kûkâa river was the capital of eastern Bactria. Strongly fortified and dominated by an acropolis and citadel, it was built on a regular plan well suited to the site and had a number of fine edifices typical of a Hellenistic city: a heroon (monument to the founder), gymnasium, theater, fountain with sculptures, and peristyle courts. On the other hand, the huge palace occupying the central position and the upper class dwellings are clearly influenced by Iranian concepts, while the temples and the fortific-
ations show signs of Mesopotamian inspiration.

The abundant and datable material from Ay Kānom provided guidance for other site investigations, which were pursued with vigor on both sides of the Oxus. These have revealed the great scale of the irrigation projects undertaken to complete the already substantial works of the preceding periods. Furthermore several new sites of towns or fortified settlements were identified and provisionally excavated, though Termei (probably a foundation of Demetrios) remained inaccessible. In general these are sites of towns founded in the later years of the kingdom's existence; they are smaller than those of the cities founded by the Seleucids and have a markedly military character, with a citadel overlooking a geometrically planned settlement surrounded by ramparts. Noteworthy are the quadrangular town of Delbarjīn in the north of the Bālget oasis, and the fortresses of Kay Qobād Sāh, Kayrābād Tepe, Qal'ā-ye Kāfargān, and Qaratāb Tepe on right bank tributaries of the Oxus. Somewhat later came the discovery of the site on the right bank of the Oxus called Tak-t-e Sangīn, which is surrounded by stone fortifications (most unusual in this region); excavations there have uncovered a sanctuary of the Oxus god and yielded abundant materials closely resembling those found at Ay Kānom (Litvinški and Pitchikian, pp. 195-216).

The last period of the Greco-Bactrian kingdom is marked by the reign of Eucratides, who overthrew Demetrios and thereby started a long conflict with the descendants of Euthydemos who remained in power in India, which continued under his successors. The protracted hostilities probably explain, in part, why the kingdom lost strength and succumbed to a nomad invasion, which ended Greek rule in the region. It is known that Ay Kānom was abandoned by the Greeks and pillaged by neighboring populations in 147. According to the Chinese traveler Chang Chien, Ta Hsia (Bactria) in 130 consisted of a multitude of petty principalities, lacking a supreme chief but all under the domination of the Yue Chih tribes whose camping grounds lay on the right bank of the Oxus.

Pre-Kushan Bactria. The subsequent period is extremely obscure. It is known from the Chinese historical work Hou Han Shu that the Yue Chih occupied Lan Shih, which many scholars identify with Bactria. This is taken to mean that Bactria then came under the direct rule of the Yue Chih. The exact date of the occupation is unknown. The work goes on to describe the political situation in Bactria: “The Yue Chih... moved into Ta Hsia (Bactria) and divided this kingdom into five hsí-hou (yabgū), namely those of Hsiu-mi, Shuang-mi, Kuei-shang, Hsi-tun, and Tu-mi.” Strabo, who possessed only indirect information because the presence of the Parthian empire prevented contact, gives us to understand that Bactria was conquered by several nomad groups: the Assi/Asians, the Tochari, and the Saracae (Geography 11.511). Although Strabo’s statement is difficult to reconcile with those in the Chinese sources, archeological evidence obtained from excavations of several large nomad cemeteries on the right bank of the Oxus shows that many of the newcomers were natives of the northwestern steppes and belonged to the Saurmatian/Sarmatian ethnic group.

According to Trogus Pompeius (quoted by Justin, Prologi 42), “the Asiani became the kings of the Tochari, and the Saracae (Saracaeae) were destroyed.” This statement tallies with the account in the Hou Han Shu which tells how one of the chiefs who shared Ta Hsia overcame the others and founded the Kushan dynasty in Bactria: “More than a century after (the arrival of the nomads in Bactria), the hsí-hou of the Kuei-shang, named Ch’iu-tsu-ch’ü, attacked the other four hsí-hous. He proclaimed himself king. The name of his kingdom was Kuei-shang.” Comparison of the two texts leaves no doubt as to the identity of the Asiani with the Kushans.

The Tochari, from whom eastern Bactria was to acquire the name Tokarestan, were for a long time thought to be identical with the Kushans. Their language may have belonged to the Indo-European “centum” group used in the oases of the Tarim basin. These matters, however, remain problematical and controversial.

As for the Sacaracaeae, they are thought to have settled in western Bactria after they had pillaged Bactra. Probably attributable to a dynasty of chiefs this tribe are the tombs discovered in 1978 at Telā Tepe in the Šebergan district, a site in one of several oases along the Sar-e Pol river west of Bactra which were developed and settled at that time. The extraordinary profusion of the finds of jewelry and gold artifacts, often encrusted with precious stones, in these tombs has prompted comparison with the treasure of Peter the Great in the Hermitage Museum at Leningrad. All the items can be dated from the first century B.C. and first century A.D. The workmanship attests the continuing impact of Greek culture (e.g., buckles with figures of Ares or Dionysos in his chariot), the strength of Bactrian traditions akin to the art of the steppes (e.g., scabbards with encrusted dragon ornamentations, ear pendants in animal style), and the presence of East Asian influences (e.g., Chinese mirrors, Mongoloid features of human figures).

The archeological discoveries relating to pre-Kushan Bactria point to continuance of the agricultural and urban development observed in the later part of the Greco-Bactrian period. The case of Ay Kānom is exceptional; here the only occupants were now a small garrison lodged in the citadel, the role of chief city of eastern Bactria having reverted to Kondūz. In addition to finds made at nomad cemeteries, such as Tülkär, Bīkent, and Tūkpaana (Litvinški and Sedov, 1984), materials have been unearthed from sites of towns founded in the previous period which continued to live and flourish without a break, such as Delbarjīn and Qal’ā-ye Kāfargān. Other settlements of smaller size from this period were elaborately fortified with ramparts and covered galleries in a quadrangular layout, as at Kohna Qal’a, Airtam, and Saksanošur. Real towns arose at Delvarzīn Tepe on the Sorkān Daryā, at Zar
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Tepe on the right bank of the Oxus, and at Yemsi Tepe which was probably the seat of the local rulers interred at Tele Tepe (Sarianidi).

*Bactria under the Kushans.* The history of the Kushan empire presents, as is well known, many difficulties due to the paucity and heterogeneity of the Greco-Roman, Syrian, Indian, and Chinese sources. The only documentation of Kushan origin consists of coin legends, seals, and votive inscriptions whose dating remains problematic because several different eras are used in them.

This empire spread far and wide from its nucleus in Bactria and finally comprised a vast area stretching from Central Asia to India. As a result, Bactria gradually lost its political importance and became merely one province among many others.

Even so, Bactria appears to have prospered during the Kushan period. Thanks to trade expansion made possible by the prevalence of peace, Bactria became a major commercial center. The city was one of the chief halts on the silk road and the crossroads of routes leading westward to Marv, northward to Termêd, Çağania, and Kāğar, and south-eastward to Kondüz, Sork Kotal, Begrâm, and thence to India. People were able and willing to travel, and among them were Indian monks who brought the religion of the Buddha to Bactria with the encouragement, so it seems, of the powerful Kushan king Kanishka. Numerous monasteries were founded in the region at that time: at Termêd (Qara Tepe), Zar Tepe, Kondüz, Barmián, Begrâm, and elsewhere. The art types of the Buddha flashing fire and the Buddha gushing water were probably conceived in the Bactrian monasteries under the influence of Mazdaean and Zoroastrian concepts (Staviskii).

In the Kushan period a Bactrian alphabet based on the Greek was created for monumental use, and excavations at Delbarjin and near Termêd have uncovered fragments of texts in a cursive Bactrian script. (See BACTRIAN LANGUAGE.)

A substantial increase of the area under cultivation in Bactria took place in the Kushan period. New lands were irrigated, e.g., at Bîkent and along the lower course of the Vaš, while the valleys of the Balk, Kondüz, and Sork Daryâ rivers were important producers. Urbanization showed similar progress. Some forty urban sites, including fifteen of more than 15 ha, have now been located; all have dimensions fit for medium-sized or large towns. Besides the main cities of Bactria (Zariaspâ, Lan Shi), Kondüz, and Termêd (Qara Tepe), the following towns deserve mention: in southern Bactria, Delbarjin, Begrâm (famous for the find of a treasure-store containing objects from Alexandria in Egypt and from India), and the sanctuary Sork Kotal (with a great temple at the top of a flight of steps, dedicated to an apparently eclectic collection of gods headed by a deity personifying the victory of the temple’s founder Kanishka; Schlumberger, le Berre, and Fussman); north of the Oxus, Delvarzin, Airtam, Zar Tepe, Qu’u’Ya Kâfennegân, and Kačajân. All these sites attest the remarkable development of urban life which characterized Kushan Bactria.

It was in the Kushan period, however, that the name Bactria fell out of use. We do not know what name the region then bore. The geographer Ptolemy, writing in the second half of the second century A.D., states that it was then inhabited mainly by Tochari. In Middle Persian and Armenian, the name Balk denotes only the capital city. By the end of the Kushan period, Bactria had come to be known as Tocharêstân. After the conquest of the region by the Sasanians, Tocharêstân formed the core of their province of Kusîânshahr. In the Chinese sources Tu Kho Lo, undoubtedly a transcription of the new name, replaces the older Ta Hsia.


(P. LERICHE)

ii. IN THE AVESTA AND IN ZOROASTRIAN TRADITION

In the Avesta Bactria is mentioned only in the list of countries in the first chapter of the *Vendidad* (Vd. 1.6 and 7). It appears as Bâxšiš (from which Humbach [1966, p. 52] reconstitutes an original form *Bâxšrijî in order to explain the western, probably Median, form Bâxtriš), and is qualified as *sîrâ*—"beautiful" and
uzgarpiō drāfsa, “with uplifted banners.” The names of the two plagues sent to Bactria by Angra Mainyu, barbara- (or bravara-) and usā-, are puzzling and the corresponding names in the Pahlavi version are incomprehensible. Barvara-, if compared with Sanskrit barbara-, varvara-, Greek barbaroi, might designate non-Aryan peoples (indeed the name Barrar is still applied to some populations and places in Bactria, especially in the mountainous area). Usāh, used in the plural, is considered by Humbach (1960, pp. 38-39) as a graphic corruption of usi-, which in Y. 44.20 designates priests hostile to Zoroaster.

In the existing Pahlavi books, Bactria is mentioned in two contexts. In the Bundahšn (ed. and tr. B. T. Anklesaria, XI-A, p. 109) the Oxus, together with the Indus, is identified with the Wehrōd, the “Good River,” which forms the boundary of Erānshahr and is conceptually linked with the Avestan Yāhvi Dāityā, next to which the first upholders of the faith performed their sacrifices (meanwhile, the latter’s proper Pahlavi transcription; Dāiti, is never identified with any real river in the Pahlavi texts). The Sahereštānāhā-i Ērān (8-9) associates Bactria with the Kayanid prince Sputyād (Esfandiar) and his victory in the holy war against Arjāsp, king of the Xyōn; he is purported to have built Balk under the name Navāzāg (Pers. Avāza, elsewhere identified with the Rūʿīnd “brazen castle” and the town of Paykand), and to have established a “Wahrām fire” there. Both the Spandyād tradition and the Oxus-Wehrōd identification are found in the Armenian History of Heraclius attributed to Sebeos (ca. A.D. 660).

It is highly probable that by the end of the Sasanian period the last national chronicle Xwaday-nāmag had come to incorporate more substantial traditions on Balk, linking it with the second Kayanid dynasty and with the preaching of Zoroaster under king Goštāsp (Kavi Vištāspa). In fact, from Tabari onwards, the last point is expressed by all the authors whose information is derived from the chronicle (see Jackson, pp. 199-201, 205-19). Some of them consider that Kay Kāvūs had already established the capital at Balk, while the Šah-nāma attributes this step to Goštāsp’s father Lohrāsp (called “the Bactrian” by Biruni). The idea that Bactria had been the setting of the prophet’s activity was eventually reconciled with the claim by Azerbaijan to be his birthplace; it superseded other eastern traditions (especially those of Sistān and Sogdiana), transmitted by some Pahlavi sources. This process can be explained by several factors: the long-lasting political preeminence of Bactria among eastern regions; its importance as a scene of the wars with “Turānian” peoples at the end of the sixth-beginning of the seventh century A.D. (reminiscences of these wars color Ferdowsi’s account of Goštāsp’s reign, and even more the section on Spandyād in the Sahereštānāhā); traditions proper to the local clergy, whose intervention is shown by the fact that a genuinely Bactrian name, Lohrāsp, was substituted for Avaruāspa, the Avestan name of Vištāspa’s father.

Bibliography: A. Christensen, Le premier cha-

BACTRIAN LANGUAGE, the Iranian language of ancient Bactria (northern Afghanistan), attested by coins, seals, and inscriptions of the Kushan period (first to third centuries A.D.) and the following centuries and by a few manuscript fragments from a much later period, perhaps the eighth or ninth century. Instead of “Bactrian” some scholars have preferred terms such as “Greco-Bactrian” (emphasizing the use of a modified Greek script to write the language), “Kushan,” or “Kushano-Bactrian.” The name “Eto-Tocharian,” despite its eloquent defence by A. Marić (JAS 24, 1960, pp. 162ff.), can hardly be justified (see W. B. Henning, BSOS 23, 1960, pp. 47f.); in any case it is to be avoided in view of the risk of confusion with the non-Iranian language already generally known as “Tocharian.” A similar trap, into which some unwary bibliographers have fallen, results from the (long obsolete) use of the term “Old Bactrian” to refer to the Avestan Language.

Historical background. It is noteworthy that Bactrian is the only Middle Iranian language whose writing-system is based on the Greek alphabet, a fact ultimately attributable to Alexander’s conquest of Bactria and to the maintenance of Greek rule for some 200 years after his death (323 B.C.). Soon after the middle of the second century B.C. Bactria was overrun by nomads from the north, notably by the Yueh-chhi or Tokharoi, who settled in northern Afghanistan and subsequently gave their name to the area (medieval Ṭoḵārestān). Early in the Christian era a tribe or family named Kushan obtained supremacy over the rest of the Tokharoi. The Kushan empire founded by Kujula Kadphises soon expanded into northern India.

Nothing is known for certain of the language of the Tokharoi/Yueh-chhi; in view of mounting evidence in favor of the much disputed connexion of the Tokharoi with the inhabitants of Agni and Kucha in Chinese Turkestan, it is not unlikely that it was in fact related to the language which modern scholars have named “Tocharian.” (For some recent contributions to the